Thread escape analysis, which determines whether and when a variable becomes shared by multiple threads, is a foundation for many other program analyses. Most existing escape analysis tools are either purely dynamic or static. Static analysis, which considers all possible behaviors of a program, may produce false positives; whereas dynamic approaches cannot analyze unobserved behaviors of a program.
Introduction
Thread escape analysis, a program analysis technique that determines which objects escape from their creating threads (i.e., can be accessed by multiple threads), is important for subsequent program analyses. For example, it can determine unnecessary synchronizations for threadlocal objects; it can reduce the runtime overhead when dynamically detecting concurrency-related errors, such as race conditions, atomicity violations and deadlocks, since all ac- * The work was supported by ONR Grant N000140910740.
cesses to thread-local variables can be ignored. For objectoriented programming, even if an object escapes from its creating thread, some fields may never be accessed by multiple threads. In this paper, the granularity for thread escape analysis is on the field level.
Most existing approaches for escape analysis are either purely dynamic (e.g. [9, 7] ) or purely static (e.g. [3, 11] ). Static analysis reasons over program source code without actually executing the program. Although it can potentially report all potential shared variables, static escape analysis suffers a high rate of false positives (alarms). Dynamic analysis reasons about behavior of a program through executions. Generally, dynamic escape analysis is more accurate than static escape analysis in identifying shared variables. However, it suffers a high rate of false negatives (i.e., some shared variables cannot be found) because the approach cannot analyze unexplored behavior of programs.
This paper presents a novel hybrid approach that extends a dynamic escape analysis by incorporating static analysis. Our hybrid approach consists of two phases: in the first phase, it performs static analysis on program source code to obtain the concise static summaries about accesses to all fields, assignments to reference variables, and method invocations; the second phase contains a dynamic analysis and a speculation for unexecuted code: we monitor the actual field accesses during execution and perform an interprocedural synthesis based on the runtime information and the static summaries. The static summaries are instantiated with the runtime values to speculatively approximate the behaviors of unexecuted code. A field escapes from the creating thread if it has ever been accessed by multiple threads during the real execution or speculation.
We implement our analysis for Java programs in a tool called HEAT (Hybrid Escape Analysis for Thread) and evaluate it on several benchmarks and real-world applications. The experiment shows that the hybrid approach improves accuracy of escape analysis compared to existing approaches and significantly reduces overhead of subsequent program analyses (in our experiment, specifically, a hybrid approach for checking atomicity violations).
To summarize, our paper makes the following contributions: (1) It presents an integrated static and dynamic thread escape approach to determine whether and when a field becomes shared by multiple threads. The approach reports less false positives than static analysis and less false negatives than dynamic analysis. (2) Subsequent analyses can significantly benefit from the proposed escape analysis in reducing overhead and/or improving accuracy. (3) We implement the approach in Java and evaluate it extensively. The experiment shows that the tool reduces a large portion of runtime overhead for several memory-intensive benchmarks in detecting atomicity violations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces escape analysis. Section 3 presents the design and implementation details. Our experiments are presented in Section 4. Section 5 discusses related work. Section 6 gives conclusions and the future work.
Thread Escape Analysis
When an object o is created, all its instance fields are owned by the creating thread. Its static fields (if there are) are owned by all threads. A field o.f thread-escapes when it can be accessed by two or more threads. Thread-ownership can be transferred. The thread ownership of a field o.f is said to be transferred from a thread t to another thread t if there exists a program state after which t will not access field o.f any more, and t does not access o.f until that program state. A field o.f is thread-local if it does not have multiple thread-owner simultaneously; otherwise, it is shared.
Most existing static escape analyses (e.g., [3, 13, 11] ) apply points-to and interprocedural program analysis on source code or byte code to identify thread-local objects and fields. They are usually very expensive and tend to report many false positives due to the difficulty of reconciling the symbolic references with the actual memory locations. To our best knowledge, none of them can deal with the container (i.e., Collections and Maps) escape case. For example, if a container object escapes, then all objects contained inside this object are considered escaped by static analysis, which might be false positives, since some objects may never be accessed by other threads.
Dynamic escape analyses (e.g. [4, 7] ) monitor accesses to objects and fields during execution and identify the escape objects and fields when they have been observed to be accessed by multiple threads. This is more accurate but suffers from incompleteness due to the fact that not all code will be executed. Figure 1 shows an example where both static and dynamic escape analyses are inaccurate in identifying threadlocal fields. In thread-1, two objects a1 and a2 of Account are created and saved in a vector acctVector, then thread-2 is created and started. We assume that every Account object has a unique identifier. Now we consider how the Eraser dynamic race detector [12] is affected by escape analysis. A static escape analysis (e.g. [11] ) will report both objects a1 and a2 escape when creating and starting thread-2; the Eraser dynamic race detector will check all accesses on both objects for potential race conditions, even if some object is not really shared by multiple threads. Thus, large overhead may be incurred by the high rate of false positives in static escape analysis.
In dynamic escape analysis (e.g. [9] ), if some object is not really accessed by multiple threads, it will be considered thread-local. But a dynamic escape analysis may have false negatives. In this example, in the method withdraw of thread-2, if a.bal < val, the statement "a.bal -= val" will not be executed. Thus, the Eraser dynamic race detector may not find the race condition on the field bal if thread-2 starts after the method deposit is called in thread-1, because the detector is still on the state of "shared" for the field bal.
The hybrid escape analysis proposed in the paper avoids the above problems. It speculatively approximates the unexecuted branch in withdraw based on its static summary and runtime information. Specifically, the symbol a in the static summary is resolved using its current runtime identifier. Thus, we can identify that the field bal is shared. The detector will enter into the state of "shared-modified", and the race condition can be detected. 3 Integrated Static and Dynamic Escape Analysis Figure 2 shows the architecture of our tool HEAT, which consists of five components: (1) A static analyzer, which parses the source code to generate static summary trees (SSTs); (2) An instrumentation tool, which inserts code for intercepting events during execution. (3) A dynamic monitor, which intercepts events and records them during execution. (4) A speculator, which performs interprocedural synthesis to combine the static summaries for unexecuted branches and loops from SSTs and the runtime observed information. (5) A detector, which analyzes hybrid information to report all escaped fields.
Overview of The Hybrid Approach

Static Analyzer
The static analyzer parses program source code to construct static summary trees (SSTs). Each SST corresponds to a brief summary of a method in a Java class. Specifically, a SST may contain nodes representing: (1) read/write to non-final and non-volatile fields; (2) method invocations (interprocedural information). Figure 3 shows an example of a code block and its corresponding SST.
Dynamic Monitor
HEAT uses Eclipse JDT framework to rewrite the source code of the target program. We instrument all field accesses (i.e., read and write) inside the program, except the accesses on those fields whose declarations are outside the scope of the program (i.e., field from imported library). Figure 3 . An example of a static summary tree (SST) with its corresponding code block, where R and W in the nodes denote "read" and "write", respectively.
Interprocedural Synthesis
We speculate every unexecuted code block with the SST generated by the static analyzer by performing a contextsensitive interprocedural analysis on the SST for different calling contexts. Figure 4 shows the algorithm.
For each running thread in the program, we have a corresponding monitor to observe all field accesses occurring in that thread. For each field, we identify it using the unique identifier of that object (hashCode of the class object for static fields) plus the name of that field.
When we speculate an unexecuted code block based on the corresponding SST, symbolic names in the SST are instantiated by querying binding tables. A binding binding tables, we would replace the symbolic name with a wildcard object identifier (e.g., Account * .bal).
When we reach a method call during speculation, we expand it with the SST of its declaration body and perform the formal parameters and actual arguments substitution. This context-sensitive approach enables us to resolve object references in the SST for that method invocation at different calling sites. Inside the expanded method invocation, we use the binding table from dynamic monitor to resolve the bindings of as many as symbolic object reference names from the static summary tree (SST) when we perform speculation on it. This is continued for all method calls including nested ones in SST, except that all actual arguments with wildcards as object identifiers (i.e., the runtime binding cannot be determined). We do not process recursive calls in the current implementation. Thus, all the information from the static analysis is synthesized with the runtime information in the dynamic monitor.
We skip method calls whose declaration bodies have no corresponding SST (e.g., native methods not implemented in Java or methods defined in the library whose source code are not available). This does not affect our escape analysis for the target programs under testing since we are only concerned about the fields defined in the programs.
Detecting Escaped Fields
To identify the escaped fields, one straightforward approach is to collect a set of fields with object identifiers in each thread monitor till the end of the execution and then perform intersection over these sets from different thread monitor. However, this approach has its drawbacks since the set of fields recorded during execution can be overwhelmingly large. In addition, in this approach, a field is always monitored in the entire execution, which is unnecessary.
To alleviate this problem, we insert an additional shadow field (like an accompanying shadow) for each existing field in the corresponding class definition of program source code. The shadow field prevThread indicates the last thread that accesses the field. prevThread is initialized to 0 if no thread has accessed it. To determine whether a field has escaped, we check whether the current accessing thread on that field is same as the prevThread when accessing the field during execution or speculation. When a field is identified to be escaped, its accompanied shadow field isEscaped is set to −1. Thus, we will drop all the subsequent observations on that field, since it is already identified to be escaped. Figure 4 shows the algorithm.
Experiment
We evaluated HEAT on a collection of multi-threaded Java applications: elevator, tsp, sor, and hedc are from [15] , moldyn and raytracer are from the Java Grande forum Multi-threaded benchmark suite [5] ; Jigsaw [6] and Apache tomcat [14] are two multithreaded web services. We performed the experiment on a machine with Intel dual-core CPU of 1.8 GHz, 2 GB memory, Windows XP SP3, J2SE 1.6. Figure 5 compares the result of pure dynamic escape analysis algorithm against our hybrid approach. "Base" is the uninstrumented program's running time. "Dummy" is the instrumented program's running time plus interception time without performing any online/offline analysis.
We evaluate our hybrid escape analysis in two ways. First, we compare the runtime costs between the pure dynamic escape analysis and the hybrid one. Second, we compare the effects of the two analyses on the performance of subsequent atomicity violation analysis.
From Figure 5 , we can see that the hybrid approach reveals more potentially escaped fields than the dynamic approach. The running time difference between them are not Figure 5 . Comparison of the purely dynamic escape analysis algorithm and the hybrid algorithm in performance and accuracy. All times are measured in seconds.
very significant for most of benchmarks, which indicates that our hybrid analysis improves the accuracy and completeness of escape analysis without sacrificing much runtime overhead. For most of the benchmarks, the memory remains under realistic limits. The largest one has not exceeded 200 MB in contrast with the memory cost of 30 MB for the uninstrumented version. Our approach shows that tracking all the field accesses is not only possible in terms of time and memory space but also very feasible for most benchmarks.
Figure 5 also shows the performance improvement when checking atomicity violations using escape information against the approach without escape analysis (i.e., monitor all field accesses). To facilitate checking atomicity violations with the escape information, we collect the fields reported from the first-stage escape analysis in a trace file. The trace file is then analyzed by our instrumentor to selectively instrument the fields that are determined to be escaped. We perform the post-stage atomicity violation analysis after the instrumented program terminates. The results of atomicity violation analysis remain the same for both approaches.
As indicated from Figure 5 , the most obvious two benchmarks that benefit from this approach are moldyn and raytracer. Without the first-stage escape analysis, they run for more than 2 hours without termination. With the assistance of the escape information, we can easily ignore those heavily accessed but thread-local fields when checking atomicity violation, since they can not be involved in concurrency-related errors. The overall time has reduced to as low as 2 minutes in contrast. For the other benchmarks, the performance improvements are not significant partially because they are not as intensive on memory accesses as moldyn and raytracer.
Related Works
J. Choi et al. [3] present a static interprocedural escape analysis framework that incorporates both the thread-escape and method-escape analyses. The escape analysis is based on a connection graph which statically builds the relationship between object references and objects. In [11] , Rinard et al. propose a static pointer and escape analysis that uses parallel interaction graphs to analyze the interactions between threads and provides precise points-to, escape and action ordering information. Our tool differs from them in that we combine the accuracy of dynamic analysis with the completeness of static analysis. Bogda et al. [1] and Rub [10] propose unification-based escape analyses and apply them to synchronization elimination.
Compared with static escape analysis, the dynamic escape analysis in [4] is more expensive and more precise. [7] introduces a dynamic analysis technique that caches all possible escaping objects at runtime and then performs a set intersection between cached escaping objects from different threads to obtain the escaped objects. They also perform an empirical study on several escape analysis techniques. The dynamic phase of our approach is almost same to it except that we did not adopt the caching technique but use the state variables. [9] uses a on-the-fly read-barrier-based dynamic escape analysis that eliminates the thread-local memory locations from being checked by the data race detector thus improves the performance of lock-set based data race detection.
Static and dynamic analyses have been combined for multi-threaded programs. Lee [8] is the closest to HEAT in that they present a two-phase static/dynamic interprocedural and inter-thread escape analysis. Both approaches perform an offline static analysis followed by a more accu-rate and faster online dynamic analysis which integrates the information from static analysis. However, their approach uses the level summaries obtained from dynamic analysis to improve the connection graph built in the offline stage and thus improve the accuracy. Integrated static and dynamic analysis has also been used to detect atomicity violations [2] .
Conclusions and Future Works
In this paper, we present a tool HEAT for integrated static and dynamic escape analysis and demonstrate its effectiveness by evaluating it on several benchmarks and realworld applications. HEAT combines the accuracy of dynamic analysis while supplementing it with the interprocedural static analysis. The augmentation from unexecuted branches in the program makes the dynamic analysis more effective at finding many subtle escape cases.
Our experiments show that the proposed hybrid approach is more effective at finding many subtle escape case. Furthermore, it can be adopted to boost the performance of subsequent program analyses (e.g., detecting race conditions and atomicity violations) and significantly lower the runtime overhead for memory-intensive programs.
In the future work, we will extend the interprocedural analysis to improve the approach's accuracy and investigate other ways to improve its performance. In addition, we will apply it to analyze more concurrency-related program properties.
